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Abstract

Indonesian Women Ulama Congress (KUPI) at P.P. Kebon Jambu al-Islamy Babakan Ciwaringin Cirebon 25-17 April 2017 inspired the writer to research about "Women Ulama Partner Men Ulama (A Study of Historical-Religious Studies)".

The objectives of the study found: Trajectory of the emergence of Women of Ulama and Men of Ulama; Women's Ulama and Men's Ulama Work in Economy-Socio-Culture; Equality between Women Ulama and Men Ulama in Islamic Perspectives.

This study examines the various literature on the study of Women Ulama and Men Ulama and related matters, so this research includes Library Research. Approach and analysis used Historically-Religious, ie real events that are entirely related to Islam, which includes: the history of the process of growth, development, and its characters with the understanding of scientific and continuous history.

The results show the existence of Women Ulama and Men Ulama have existed since the past until now, with the ups and downs both in the world and in Indonesia.

Their work: religion, socio-cultural cooperation between men and women, according to Islamic perspective does not distinguish men and women to achieve achievement as a servant of God and as a khalifah (leader). The partnership between women ulama and men ulama, as well as roots, as well as the birth of ASWGI can synergize to solve the crucial problem of gender imbalance, and the solution.
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